SHOULD YOUR BIRTHPLACE DETERMINE YOUR FUTURE?
Our Community
Ubuntu is guided by an all-encompassing and radical mission: to help raise Port Elizabeth’s orphaned and vulnerable children by giving them what all children deserve—everything.
The Ubuntu Centre sends a clear message to our children, their families, and the larger global community that access to world-class health and educational services are a right not a privilege.
The Ubuntu Model

BUILDing a sustainable institution
Invest in people and a Centre that inspires the highest standard

Impact through depth
Producing lasting change through significant and focused investment

Based in the community
Listen to the townships' needs and utilize resources through strategic partnerships

Cradle to career
Create individualized pathways to meet each client's household, health and educational needs
Experian’s initial give helped us provide everything our Early Childhood Development children need to make the transition from preschool to kindergarten.
• Participatory planning
• Respect the mission
• Responsible volunteerism
• Invest in long-term relationships
• Respect the partner